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extraordinary lives issue 6 who don’t want to rock the boat. they have witnessed the events in uganda, rwanda
and zimbabwe. animals have been an important part why dissent is vital to effective decision-making put it another way, if nobody is prepared to ‘rock the boat’ in the meeting, the boat will almost surely get
rocked later. and often there’s not enough life belts to go round. the new career spell spiritualsoulsmemberslounge - but why rock the boat? life’s ok as it is. if you are in that position then this
spell will help you make that move. it is best cast when the moon is waxing and if you can do it on a tuesday,
with that day’s associations with the planet mars, then that’s all the better but will still work if you don’t. you
will need: one red candle / one page from the ‘jobs vacant’ section of a ... growing up in a dysfunctional
family - marriage and family ... - growing up in a dysfunctional family “dysfunctional simply means that it
doesn’t work, but it often looks like it does. ... she won’t rock the boat and tends to stay in her own little
fantasy world as a result. she can be very manipulative and have trouble making decisions, but can also be
very creative. she will have repressed feelings of being ignored, confusion, hurt, inadequacy ...
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